One of the lamentable things in modern science is that masses of negative work remain unpublished, and that by this attitude of silence, later workers are not prevented from following "blind trails."-GouWENS.
Roskin, that is, mouse-trypanosome-salvarsan-light, to observe his cautions as to dosage with the trypanosome, the drug, and irradiation; but it must be pointed out that our strain of mice most certainly differed from his, our Trypanosomo equiperdum was not his equiperdum, our salvarsan may have been unlike his, and our source of ultra-violet light was not the same. In all of these respects, as well as in results, our experiments differed from his; consequently our tests cannot in any way be considered a refutation of his work. They simply mean that broad generalizations from the results with a particular set of reagents of this nature are not permissible.
In view of the completely negative results of these experiments it is of no value to present detailed protocols of the preliminary titrations of the trypanosome strain, or of the therapeutic efficiency of the salvarsan used. The quantity of trypanosomes given by intraperitoneal injection resulted in blood stream invasion by the parasites within 24-48 hours, and in death of the mouse within 5 to 6 days thereafter. The salvarsan employed was of such strength SALVARSAN With complete failure to demonstrate Roskin's "A-factor" in the irradiated salvarsan-injected mice, there was little chance that a passively transferable "A-factor" could be produced in another species, at least, of sufficiently high potency to cause the serum to modify the action of a non-sterilizing dose of salvarsan. Nevertheless, an attempt of this kind was made, serum being collected from a rabbit both before and after irradiation. Into the trypanosomeinfected mice these sera were injected, simultaneously but not admixed with the salvarsan. The effect of the salvarsan in modifying the course of the infection was not influenced in any way by the serum.
The nature of the "A-factor," its origin, and its mode of action remain to be disclosed. Does it act through augmenting the defensive mechanism of the host, does it impair the vitality of the parasite, or does it simply add directly to the trypanocidal action of the salvarsan? Some combination of reagents other than that here used must be employed if answers are to be forthcoming. At all events, the system used is not a matter of indifference.
